Vizia+ 24 hour Timer 120VAC, 60HZ, 1800W Incandescent, 15A Resistive/Inductive, 1HP, for single pole, 3-way or more locations, with astronomic clock, backlit LCD display, timer settings at a glance, green LED locator, neutral required. White assembled on device, ivory and light almond included.

Obtaining Longitude/Latitude Coordinates
Find your longitude and latitude coordinates to enable the VPT24 to provide accurate local sun up/sun down times by clicking the link below and entering your home address. Use the first 2 digits (degrees) of the coordinates when programming the sun up/sun down feature. You should ignore the ‘-’ sign if one is shown in your coordinate results.

Leviton offers many products that will help lower electrical costs and add convenience to everyday living. By simply replacing standard switches with timer switches will reduces energy consumption and extends bulb life. Better than ever - Leviton Decora® brand Timer Switches offer advanced features, superior accuracy and contemporary aesthetics. Our robust selection provides convenient timed control of lighting and motor loads in homes, offices, schools, hotel rooms and other small commercial applications. Homeowners can set lights to turn on and off for a lived-in look while they are away, or automate control of heat lamps, pool pumps or bathroom fans. Our versatile selection includes fully programmable and preset timers in popular styles and colors. All are backed by Leviton's long history of quality and reliability.

Technical Information

- **Style Name**: Decora
- **Timer Type**: 24 Hour LCD Programmable
- **Type**: Electronic
- **Voltage**: 120 VAC
- **Warranty**: 5-Year Limited
- **Wire**: 3

**Product Features**

- **Color**: White, Ivory, Light Almond
- **Feature**: Single-Pole, 3-Way or More Applications
- **Neutral**: Required
- **Ordering Notes**: Incl White, Ivory and Light Almond Color Kit
- **Power Consumption**: < 1 Watt
- **Standards and Certifications**: UL/CSA